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Brlef facts of the case:-

Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani (hereinafter also referred as "the

Passenger'), holding an Indian Passport No. L1876882 had arrived at

Terminal-2, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad from Dubai to Ahmedabad on

ll.O3.2O2O in the Spice Jet Flight No. SG-16.

2. On the basis of suspicious movement, he was intercepted by the officers of

Customs for detailed checking after he opted for clearance through green

channel and was moving out of the Arrival Hall of Terminal 2 of SVPI Airport.

He was inquired whether he were having any contraband/ dutiable items to

declare before Customs, in response to which he replied in negative. The said

passenger was asked by Custom authorities to walk through the Door Frame

Metal Detector (DFMD) Machine after removing all the metallic objects he was

wearing on his body. The passenger removed his belt, wallet, and mobile phone

and kept in the plastic tray and passed through the DFMD, but nothing

objectionable was noticed. The passenger was having black colour checked in

baggage wrapped in plastic and one black coloured hand bag. Thereafter,

baggage of the passenger was put in the baggage Scanning machine by the

Custom authorities. Upon scanning of black colour trolley bag, the scanned

images of the black colour bag was found to be suspicious. The Custom

authorities asked the passenger whether he was having any dutiable goods in

the said trolley bag to which he denied. Not being satisfied, the Custom

authorities after taking the consent of the passenger, removed the secured

wrapping of the trolley bag and the bag was scanned in the machine once again

and observed many dark metallic images in the bottom side of the trolley bag.

Thereafter with the consent of the passenger, the Custom authorities removed

all the contents of the trolley bag and placed the items in the bag such as

various boxes of chocolate, cosmetics, sweets, children board games, crayons,

etc. in the scanning machine, still the bottom of the various boxes appeared

dark in the scanned images. The passenger was once again asked by the

Custom authorities whether he is carrying any dutiable item (especially any

metal e.g. Gold/ silver) inside the bottom portion of various boxes he was

carrying in his checked in baggage to which he again denied having any such

item. Thereafter the Custom authorities informed the passenger that they wish

to cut-open a portion of the bottom side of the boxes in order to examine the

reason for such dark metallic images appearing in the scanning machine. At
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this the passenger readily agreed and informed the officers of Customs that

they are free to examine the trolley bag as per their satisfaction. To examine

the bag in detail, the Custom authorities and the passenger then moved to the

AIU oflice. Thereafter, the goods stuffed in the said trolley bag was emptied by

the oflicers of Customs for further examination of the said goods.The Custom

authorities cut and open the bottom of the various boxes/packets viz. 02 Cloth

Organizers, 01 Crayon Packet, 01 Eye shadow packet, I Ludo packet, 1 loom

bands packet, 1 Photo Frame, I Puzzle game and 02 Chocolate packets and

found concealed blue coloured carbon papers and black coloured plastic paper

in the middle of packing material and found some yellow coloured foil inside

the black coloured plastic papers and recovered the same. Thereafter, the

Custom authorities cut open the cut open all the boxes, the image of which

appeared suspicious on scanning and recovered the foils. After removing these

foils, the empty trolley bag and all other boxes was again scanned in the

baggage scanning machine and they find that no more suspicious image was

appearing from the said trolley bag.

3. Based on the primary inferences, Government Approved Valuer Shri

Kartikey Soni, was called upon for valuation and ascertaining the purity and

exact weight of the metal recovered from the passenger. Shri Kartikey Soni,

Government Approved Valuer tested the purity and value of the seized gold and

submitted the Valuation Report dated 11.O3.2020 stating that they all are pure

raw Gold of 24 Kt having purity 999.0 and the total Local Market Value of the

above articles of Gold totally weighing 475.300 Grams having purity 999.0 is

Rs. 21,34,097/- (Rs. Twenty One Lakhs Thirty Four Thousand and Ninety

Seven Only) and total Tariff Value is Rs. 18,77,483/- (Rupees Eighteen Lakhs

Seventy Seven Thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three Only),which as well

as the packing material namely black coloured trolley bag and various article

from which the gold was recovered, used for concealing the said gold, were

placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 11.03.2020 on the

reasonable belief that the said goods were smuggled into India and was

liable for confiscation.

4. Statement of Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani was recorded on 1 1.03.2020

wherein he, inter alia, stated that

) he agreed to the panchnama proceedings;
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) he admitted that the black coloured trolley bag containing gold in the

form of foil in various Boxes of Chocolates, Games, Cloth Organizers,

Photo Frame, Crayons, Cosmetics which were carried by him from Dubai;

D the bag did not belong to him and it was given to him by a to a person

who is not known to him, whom he met through a friend who residing in

Dubai whose name is Kadir; that he knew Kadir as he is from his village;

) his to and fro tickets were booked by Mr. Kadir;

F he went to Dubai in search of a job;

) he admitted that he was aware that import of gold was a punishable

offence under Customs Act, 1962 ard he had brought the gold in foil

form by concealing the same inside blue carbon paper and black

coloured plastic paper in various packing materials to escape from the

clutches of Customs and to evade payment of Customs Duty;

F he admitted that that he did not declare the said gold so as to escape

from the clutches of Customs and in order to evade payment of Customs

Duty.

(i) Gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475.300

grams, having Value of Rs. 21,34,097/- (Rs. Twenty One Lakhs Thirty

Four Thousand and Ninety Seven Only) arld total Tariff Value is
Rs. 18,77,483/- (Rupees Eighteen Lakhs Seventlr Seven Thousand

Four Hundred and Eighty Three Only) which was recovered from the

passenger and placed under seizure under Panchnama dated

IL.O3.2O2O, should not be confiscated under Section 1 1 1(d), 1 1 I (i),

111(l), 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962;

(ii) The packing material namely black coloured trolley bag containing
other packing materials from which the gold was recovered, used in
concealing the said gold and placed under seizure vide panchnama

drawn on lL.O3.2O2O, should not be confiscated under Section 118(a)

& 119 of the Customs Act;

(iii) Penalty should not be

112(a) and 112(b) of the

imposed on the passenger under Section

Customs Act, 1962.

5, An SCN dated 16.09.2020 was issued to Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani, by

the Joint Commissioner, Customs Ahmedabad as to why :
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DEFENCE REPLY & PERSONAL HEARING:.

6. Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani has not filed any defence reply to the show cause

notice issued.

7. Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani was offered a personal hearingg on

02.O3.2O21,26.03.2O2L & 26.04.2021. The noticee appeared on 26.04.2021 for

personal hearing through video conferencing. He stated that he purchased the

gold for his personal use but at the time of arrival at Ahmedabad Airport &
during panchnama proceedings missed bills/invoices of the same. Presently,

he is working as Supervisor in plastic factory at Rajkot & in dire need of

money. He has requested to release the gold on payment of dut5r,fine and

penalty.

8. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case and the oral

submission made during the course of personal hearing as well as the

documents available on records. I proceed to decide the case on the basis of

facts and evidences available on record.

9. The sole issue for consideration is to decide show cause notice proposing

to conliscate Gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475.300

grams and packing material namely black coloured trolley bag containing other

packing materials from which the gold was recovered, used in concealing the

said gold placed under seizure vide panchnama drawn on 11.03.2020. The

seizure was made under the provisions of Customs Act, L962 on the reasonable

belief that the said goods were smuggled into India and liable for conliscation.

10. I find that the panchnama ciearly draws out the fact that the passenger

was intercepted when he was passing and was about to exit the green channel,

and on the basis of suspicrbus movement , personal search of the passenger

and his baggage was conducted. The passenger did not declare the gold and

denied to have dutiable goods. It is mentioned in the panchnama that on

passing through the DFMD nothing objectionable was noticed. Thereafter,

baggage of the passenger was put in the baggage Scanning machine by the

custom authorities. Upon scanning of black colour trolley bag, the scanned

images of the black colour bag was found to be suspicious. The custom

Discusslons and Findings
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authorities asked the passenger whether he was having any dutiable goods in

the said trolley bag to which he denied. Not being satisfied, the Custom

authorities after taking the consent of the passenger, removed the secured

wrapping of the trolley bag and the bag was scanned in the machine once again

and observed manv dark metallic images in the bottom side of the trolley bag.

Thereafter with the consent of the passenger, the Custom authorities removed

all the contents of the trolley bag and placed the items in the bag such as

various boxes of chocolate, cosmetics, sweets, children board games, crayons,

etc. in the scanning machine, still the bottom of the various boxes appeared

dark in the scanned images. The passenger was once again asked by the

Custom authorities whether he is carrying any dutiable item (especially any

metal e.g. Gold/silver) inside the bottom portion of various boxes he was

carrying in his checked in baggage to which he again denied having any such

item. Thereafter the Custom authorities informed the passenger that they wish

to cut-open a portion of the bottom side of the boxes in order to examine the

reason for such dark metallic images appearing in the scanning machine. At
this the passenger readily agreed and informed the officers of Customs that
they are free to examine the trolley bag as per their satisfaction. Thereafter, the

goods stuffed in the said trolley bag was emptied by the officers of Customs for
further examination of the said goods.The Custom authorities cut and open the

bottom of the various boxes/packets viz. 02 Cloth Organizers, 01 Crayon

Packet, 01 Eye shadow packet, 1 Ludo packet, 1 loom bands packet, I photo

Frame, I Puzzle game and 02 Chocolate packets and found concealed blue
coloured carbon papers and black coloured plastic paper in the middle of
packing material and found some yellow coloured foil inside the black coloured
plastic papers and recovered the same. Thereafter, the custom authorities cut
open the cut open all the boxes, the image of which appeared suspicious on
scanning and recovered the foils. The passenger admitted that he was carrying
gold which was intended to smuggle in without declaring before customs
officers. It is also on record that the Government approved valuer has tested
and certified that gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing
475.3OO grams, is having Local Market Value of Rs. 21,34,097/_ (Rs. Twenty
one Lakhs Thirty Four Thousand and Ninety seven only) and total rariff value
is Rs. 18,77,483/- (Rupees Eighteen Lakhs Seventy seven Thousand Four
Hundred and Eighty Three onry) which was placed under seizure vide
Panchnama dated I I .o3.2o20 in the presence of the passenger and panchas.
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11. It is further recorded under the panchnama that how the gold in foil form

was recovered on cutting open the bottom of the various boxes/packets; blue

coloured carbon papers and black coloured plastic paper were found concealed

and in the middle of packing material, gold foil was found inside the black

coloured plastic papers. I find that it is quite clear that the passenger has

neither questioned the manner of the panchnama proceedings at the material

time nor controverted the facts detailed in the panchnama during the course of

recording of his statement. Every procedure conducted during the panchnama

by the Custom authorities is well documented and made in the presence of the

panchas as well the passenger. The passenger has not dislodged any of the

facts narrated in his deposition and has admitted in his statement dated

I7.O3.2O2O that the gold in foil form was imported in contravention of the

provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and that the bag did not belong to him and it
was given to him by a to a person who is not known to him, whom he met

through a friend who residing in Dubai whose name is Kadir and he knew

Kadir as he is from his village. He further stated in his statement dated

ll .03.2020 that Kadir had booked his to and fro tickets In fact, in his

statement, the passenger admitted that he had intentionally not declared the

seized items i.e. gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing

475.300 grams on his arrival before the Customs officer with an intent to clear

them illicitly and evade payment of Customs duty and thereby, violated

provisions of Customs Act, the Baggage Rules, the Foreign Trade (Development

& Regulations) Act, 1992, the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations)

Rules, 1993 and the Foreign Trade Policy 2O|5-2O2O.

12. Based on the facts, I find that that the gold in foil form having purity of

999.0 totally weighing 475.300 grams found concealed inside blue carbon

paper and black coloured plastic paper in various packing materials and

recovered from the passenger was imported by the passenger in an ingenious

way to smuggle gold in India with an intention to evade payment of customs

Duty. The very fact that the gold in foil form was concealed inside blue carbon

paper and black coloured plastic paper in various packing materials which

suggests that the passenger had a clear mens rea to smuggle gold' It is seen

that the passenger had not Iiled the baggage declaration form and had not

declared the gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475'300

grams found concealed inside blue carbon paper and black coloured plastic

paper in various packing materials, as envisaged under Section 77 of the Act

read with the Baggage Rules and Baggage Regulations' The passenger had
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attempted to smuggle gold into India with an intention to evade payment of

Customs duty. Gold in foil form having purity of 999'0 totally weighing

475.300 grams found concealed inside blue carbon paper and black coloured

plastic paper in various packing materials cannot be construed as 'bonafide

baggage' within the meaning of Section 79 of the customs Act 1962 read with

Para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy, 2O|5-2O2O ' As per Para 2'26 of the

Foreign Trade Policy, a passenger is allowed to import bona-lide household and

personal effect only, as his bona-fide baggage. It also seen that the passenger

attempted to smuggle the goods without Iiling the Customs declaration form,

which is in contravention of section 77 0f ttre customs Act 1962 read with the

Baggage Rules, 2016 (tsaggage Rules) and Regulation 3 of the Customs

Baggage Declaration Regulations, 2013 (tsaggage RegulationsJ ' Thus, it is

proved that the passenger violated section 77 , Section 79 of the customs Act

for import/ smuggling of gold which were not for bonafide use and thereby

violated Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993, and para 2.26 ol

the Foreign Trade PolicY 2OI5-2O.

13. From the facts discussed above, and by not declaring the goid and

concealing gold in foil form inside blue carbon paper and black coloured

plastic paper in various packing materials , it is established that the passenger

had a clear intention to bring in the gold undetected and to clear it without

payment of Customs duty. The intention is evident by the fact that the gold

was in foil form inside blue carbon paper and black coloured plastic paper in

various packing materials to avoid prima facie detection. The passenger would

have gone out of the airport undetected if the Customs oflicers had not stopped

him. The case of smuggling of gold foil recovered from the passenger's

possession and which was kept undeclared and gold in foil form was concealed

inside blue carbon paper and black coloured plastic paper in various packing

materials with an intention of smuggling the same and in order to evade

payment of Customs duty is conclusively proved. The act of omission in

relation to the subject goods falls within the ambit of 'smuggling' as defined

under Section 2(39) ofthe Act.

14. The intention is evident by the fact that the gold was in foil form having

concealed inside blue carbon paper and black coloured plastic paper in various

packing materials . The above act on the part of the said pax is amounting to

smuggling within the meaning of Section 2(39) of the Customs Act 1962. It is
also seen that the gold is to be construed as 'prohibited', in terms of the
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provisions of Section 2(33) of the Customs Act 1962. Hence, it is proved

beyond doubt that all the above acts of contravention on the part of the

passenger has rendered gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally

weighing 475.3OO grams, is having Local Market Value of Rs. 21,34,097/- (Rs.

Twenty One Lakhs Thirty Four Thousand and Ninety Seven Only) and total

Tariff Value is Rs.18,77,483/- (Rupees Eighteen Lakhs Seventy Seven

Thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three Only), recovered from Mr. Tufail

Bashir Nagani and placed under seizure under Panchnama dated 11.03.2020

is liable for confiscation under the provisions of Sections 111(d), (i), 111(1) and

111(m) of the Act.

15. Further, I find no merits in the oral submissions of noticee made during

PH on 26.04.2021 that he purchased the gold for his personal use but at the

time of arrival at Ahmedabad Airport & during panchnama proceedings missed

bills/invoices of same. The passenger had admitted in his statement dated

ll.O3.2O2O that the gold in foil form was imported in contravention of the

provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and that the bag did not belong to him and it
was given to him by a to a person who is not known to him, whom he met

through a friend who residing in Dubai whose name is Kadir and he knew

Kadir as he is from his village. The passenger has not retracted his statement

at the earliest and retraction given is delayed and so not admissible and it

seems that retraction has been given on iegal advice. On perusing the

statement of passenger dated 11.O3.202O, it is seen that it contains facts that

can only be given voluntarily. Further, the passenger has not given any proof of

source of money and is claiming to be owner of seized gold without providing

any corroboratory documentary evidence under section 123 of the customs Act

1962.1 find his submission just an eyewash, after-thought and an attempt to

mislead the adjudicating authority.

]16. Further, the black coloured trolley bag containing other packing

materials from which the gold was recovered, used in concealing the said gold

seized under panchnama drawn on 1 1.03.2020 which was attempted to be

smuggled in India in contravention to the provisions of Rule 3 of the Baggage

Rules 2016 read with Section 79 of the customs Act, 1962 and therefore, said

black coloured trolley bag containing other packing materials used for

concealment of the smuggled goods is liable for confiscation under the

provisions of Sections 118(a) & 119 of the Customs Act 1962'
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17, Hon'lrle Supreme Court in the case of Om Prakash Bhatia reported at

2003 (155) ELT 423 (SC) has held that if importation and exportation of goods

are subject to certain prescribed conditions, which are to be fulfilled before or

after clearance of goods, goods would fall within the ambit of 'prohibited goods'

if such conditions are not fulfilled. In the instant case, the gold recovered from

the Passenger was concealed in foil form inside blue carbon paper and black

coloured plastic paper in various packing materials, kept undeclared and

carried by the Passenger, are goods prohibited in nature. Hence, I am the view

that the gold foil recovered from the Passenger would be liable to absolute

confiscation. I am therefore, not inclined to use my discretion to give an option

to redeem the gold in foil form having purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475.3OO

grams on payment of a redemption frne, as envisaged under Section 125 of the

Act.

18. Further, before the Kerala High Court in the case of Abdul Razak

12012(275l, ELT 300 (Ker)l , the petitioner had contended that under the

Foreign Trade (Exemption from application of rules in certain cases) Order,

1993, gold was not a prohibited item and can be released on payment of
redemption fine. The Hon'ble High Court held as under :

" F\trther, as per the statement giuen bg the appellant under Section 7O8

of the Act, he is onlg a canrier i.e. professional smuggler smuggling goods

on behalf of oth.ers for consideration. We, tlerefore, do not find ang meit
in tlrc appellant's case ttnt lE hos the ight to get the conftscated gold

released on paAment of redemptton fine and dutg under Section 125 of
t|e Act."

19. In the case of Samynathan Murugesan | 2OOg (247) E,LT 2l (Mad)l , the
High court upheld the absolute conliscation, ordered by the adjudicating
authority, in similar facts and circumstances. Further, in the said case of
smuggling of gold, the High court of Madras in the case of Samyanathan
Murugesan reported at 2oo9 (2421 Ew 2r(Mad) has ruled that as the goods
were prohibited and there was concealment, the commissioner,s order for
absolute conliscation was upheld.

20. Further I find that in a recent case decided by the Hon'ble High court of
Madras reported at 2016-TIoL-1664-HC-MAD-cus in respect of Malabar
Diamond Gallery Pvt Ltd, the court while holding gold jewellery as prohibited
goods under Section 2(33) of the customs Act, 1962 had recorded that
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"restriction" also means prohibition. In Para 89 of the order it was recorded as

under ;

89. While considering a prager for prouisional release, pending

adjudication, wtEtLEr all tLe aboue can whollg be ignored bg tlw

authorities, enjoined tuith a duty, to enforce the stafutory prouisions,

rules and notifications, in letter and spirit, in consonance with the

objects and intention of the Legislahre, imposing

prohibitions/ restictiotts under the Customs Act, 1962 or under ang

otler lana, for ttte time being in force, u)e are of tle uiew that all tlw

auttaities are bound to follou tle same, tahereuer, prohibition or

restiction is imposed, and uhen tle word, 'restiction", also means

prohibition, as held bg tle Hon'ble Apex Court in Om Prakash

BLntia's case (cited supra).

21. The Hon'ble High Court Of Madras in the matter of COMMISSIONER OF

CUSTOMS (AIR), CHENNAI-I Versus P. SINNASAMY 2016 (344) E.L.T.

1154 (Mad.)held-

Tlibunal had anrogated powers of adjudicating authoitg bg directirLg

authoitg to release gold by exercising option in fauour of respondent '
Tlibunal had ouerlooked categoncal finding of adjudicating authoitg that

respondent had deliberatelV attempted to smuggle 2548.3 grams of gold, bg

concealing and uithout declaration of Customs for monetary consideration -

Adjudicating autlarity hnd giuen reasons for confi-scation of gold uhile

allowing redemption of oth.er goods on paament of fine - Discretion exercised

bg authoitg to deng release, is in accordance uith law - Interference bg

Tibunal is against law and unjustifred -

Redemption fine ' Option - Confiscation of smuggled gold - Redemption

cannot be allowed, as a matter of ight - Discretion conferred on adjudicating

authoritg to decide - Not open to Tibunal to issue ang positiue directions to

adjudicating autlwity to exerci.se option in fauour of redemption'

22. ln 2OL9 (370) E.L.T. 1743 (G'O'l'),before the Government Of India'

Ministry of Finance,[Department of Revenue . Revisionary Authorityl;Ms.

Mallika Arya, Additional Secretary in Abdul Kalam Ammangod Kunhamu vide

Order No. 17 l2Ol9-Cus., dated 7-l}-2}lg in F' No' 375l06lBl2O17-RA stated

that it is observed that c.B.I. & c. had issued instruction vide Letter F' No'

ag5l5l92-Cus.VI,datedlo-5-lgg3whereinithasbeeninstructedthat"in
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respect of gold seized for non-declaration, no option to redeem the same on

redemption Iine under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962 should be given

except in very trivial cases where the adjudicating authority is satisfied that

there was no concealment of the gold in question.

23. Given the facts of the present case before me and the rulings cited above,

the gold recovered from the Passenger was concealed ingeniously in foil form

inside blue carbon paper and black coloured plastic paper in various packing

materials, and therefore was prohibited in nature and is liable to be confiscated

absolutely. I therefore hold in unequivocal terms that gold in foil form having

purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475.3OO grams, placed under seizure vide

panchnama drawn on I I .O3 .2O2O and recovered from the Passenger, would be

liable to absolute conliscation under Section 111(d), (i), (1) & (m) of the Act.

24. I find that Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani has been proposed penal action

under the provisions of Section 112(a) & (b) of the Act. It is quite clear from the

above findings that he had involved himself and concealed gold in foil form

having purity of 999.0 totally weighing 475.300 grams inside blue carbon
paper and black coloured plastic paper in various packing materials .He had
further agreed that he travelled with concealed gold in foil form having purity
of 999.0 totally weighing 475.300 grams inside blue carbon paper and black
coloured plastic paper in various packing materials from Dubai to Ahmedabad.
He has accepted and admitted the facts and panchnama proceedings. Despite
his knowledge that the goods had to be declared and they would be offending
on its import, the Passenger had tried to clear gold in foil form having purity of
999.0 totally weighing 47s.3oo grams by not declaring the same by himself. He
also admitted to smuggling of gold and admitted that his to and fro tickets
were booked by Kadir and the bag did not berong to him and it was given to
him by a to a person who is not known to him, whom he met through a friend
who residing in Dubai whose name is Kadir and he knew Kadir as he is from
his village . Therefore, his liabitity for penal action under sections 112(a) & (b)
of the Act is established. Therefore, given this fact, penarty could be imposed.
25. Given my above findings, I pass the following Order.

ORDER

I order absolute confiscation of gold in foil form having purity of 999.0
totally weighing 475.300 grams, having Value of Rs. 21,34,097/_ (Rs.

I
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Twenty One Lakhs Thirty Four Thousand and Ninety Seven Only) and

total Tariff Value is Rs.18,77,483/- (Rupees Eighteen Lakhs SeventSz

Seven Thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three Only), placed under

seizure vide panchnama drawn on 11.03.2O20, and attempted to be

smuggled and recovered from the passenger, under the provisions of

Sections i 11(d), (i), 1110), 111(m) of the Customs Act 1962;

I order absolute confrscation of the packing/ concealing material i. e.

the black coloured trolley bag containing other packing materials to hide

and conceal gold in foil form seized under panchnama drawn on

I I .O3.2O2O, under Section I 18(a) & 1 19 of the Customs Act;

I impose a penalty of Rs.2,00,000/ -(Rupees

TWo lakhs only) on Mr. Tufail Bashir Nagani under the provisions of

Sections 112(a) & (b) of the Customs Act 1962;

(Amit Kumar Mi ra)

Joint Commissioner

F No VIII/ to-761 SVPIA / o & A / HQ l2o2o-2t

Date:24.O5.2021

By Speed Post AD

To,

Ir,tr. /uiait Bashir Nagani,

LThgha Matam,

N/R. Bukhari Masjid,

Dhoraji, Rajkot-3604 1 O

Copy to:

1. The Principal Commissioner, Customs' Ahmedabad'

2. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs' RRA' Ahmedabad

3. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs(AIU)'SVPIA' Customs' Ahmedabad

4. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs' Recovery Cell' Ahmedabad'

5. The Deputy Commissioner, Customs' Legal Prosecution' Ahmedabad'

6. The System In-charge, Customs' Ahmedabad for upload on the official

website i.e.ht dabadcustoms

$

7. The Guard File.

.ahme gov.ln


